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CASA USER MANUAL 4. AGENT ACTIVITY

4 Agent activity

An agent has a lifetime, which of course, consists of a beginning, a middle, and an end. These are initialization,
the event loop, and exiting. When the agent first starts, it must initialize before it can start normal agent
activity (see §4.2). After it is initialized, the agent enters its event loop, where it processes events or processes
any commitments it may have, or just sleeps if it doesn’t have anything to do (see §4.3). When an agent is
somehow signalled to exit, it may need to take certain actions (such as informing other agents it is exiting, or
saving data), and then finish up processing the events in its event queue before actually exiting (see §4.4).

A typical agent will spend the vast majority of its lifetime in the middle, event loop stage, so the event loop
is the most important stage to concentrate on. As the name implies, this stage typically focuses on processing
events. But not all agents are purely server agents, so many kinds of specific agents will also spend much of
their time generating events for other agents, or fulfilling other kinds of commitments (such as those on behalf
of their users or owners). Even purely server agents may hold commitments to other agents if they do not,
or cannot, immediately fulfill requests. So we say that an agent spends its time doing two things: processing
events, and processing commitments. Events are explained in §4.1, but CASA is very flexible1 as to how an
agent may handle commitments so an explanation of commitments is deferred to §7.

A central assumption of CASA is that agents may choose to lay anywhere on a continuum between purely
reactive and purely contemplative. However, a purely contemplative agent that doesn’t react in some way to its
environment hardly meets our expectations of an agent at all, so it seems any agent has to react to environmental
events to some degree. In CASA, an event can be anything from the receiving, sending, or observation of a
message, to a change in physical sensors, to an internal software event such as timer event, to a specific task
deferred at an earlier time from an agent to itself to do in the future. See Figure ??.

4.1 Events and handling threads

Figure 4: The CASA event classes.

Events are relatively easy to create. For example,
to create a event that will send a message to an-
other agent every minute, one can make use of the
RecurringTimerEvent class:

new RecurringTimeEvent("keepTellingTime", this,
60000, 60000) {

@Override
public void fireEvent() {

super.fireEvent();
sendMessage(ML.INFORM,

"keepTellingTime",
url,
ML.CONTENT,
new Time(System.currentTimeMillis())

.toString());
}

}.start();

which will result in queueing an event (named
“keepTellingTime”) to this agent’s event queue in 60 seconds (to be repeated every 60 seconds) that will
sent an inform message to the agent at address url.

Since a CASA agent’s main thread is responsible for dequeueing events and processing commitments, it
cannot be stopped to wait for an event to happen, since the waited-for event won’t be dequeued (and therefore,

1CASA provides for a library of commitment-handling mechanisms
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new RecurringTimeEvent("keepTellingTime", this,

                          60000, 60000) {
     @Override
     public void fireEvent() {
       super.fireEvent();
       sendMessage(ML.INFORM,
         "keepTellingTime",
         url,
         ML.CONTENT,
         new Time(System.currentTimeMillis())
                    .toString());
     } 
  }.start();
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Synchronous Messages: not in Agent Thread!

StatusObject<MLMessage> stat = sendRequestAndWait(msg, timeout);

makeSubthread(new Runnable() {
       @Override
       public void run() {
         StatusObject<MLMessage> stat = sendRequestAndWait(msg, timeout);
         if (stat!=null && stat.getStatusValue()==0) {
           // process an successful reply
         }
         else {
           // process a failed reply
} }
}).start();
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But what if we want to run in the Agent’s thread?

agent.defer(new Runnable() {
       public void run() {
         //code to run in the agent’s thread.
       }
}
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Run in Agent thread but return to this thread...
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    private class MyRunnable implements Runnable {
       public Status result = null;
       public boolean completed = false;
       public MyRunnable() {}
       @Override
       public void run() {
         result = // some result to return
         completed = true;
       }};
     MyRunnable runnable = new myRunnable();
     defer(runnable);
     long timeout = System.currentTimeMillis()+3000; // timeout is 3 seconds
     while (System.currentTimeMillis()<timeout) {
       try { // in this case we, want WANT the interrupt exception to occur, if it didn’t the event timed out.
         sleep(timeout-System.currentTimeMillis());
       } catch (InterruptedException e) { // other, spurious, exceptions may happen
         if (runnable.completed) break; 
       }
     }
     if (runnable.completed) {
       Status stat = runnable.result; // succes !
     }
     else {
       // timed out
}
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Agent Initialization
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Phase Method Called by Thread

Construction initializeConstructor() Agent’s 
constructor

Caller’s 
thread

Thread 
initialization

initializeThread() Agent’s run() 
method

Agent’s 
main 
thread

Agent 
registration

initializeAfterRegistra
tion(boolean)

Agent’s receptor 
methods

Agent’s 
main 
thread
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initializeConstructor()

• Creates the agent’s 2-treaded structure and starts 
the listener.

• Subclasses don’t typically do anything here except 
maybe initialize some data structures.

• Must execute quickly to avoid startup timeouts.

• When overriding, call the super version FIRST.
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initializeThread() 

• Loads ontologies (*.ont.lisp)
• Loads policies (*.init.lisp)
• After TransientAgent.initializeThread() completes, 

isInitializalized() returns true.
• Event queue processing begins.
• Subclasses may start activity after 

super.initializeThread() returns only if they are not 
dependent on initialization.

• When overriding, call the super version FIRST.
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initializeAfterRegistered(boolean)

• Parameter is true if the agent as successfully 
registered with the LAC.

• False if registration failed.
• Agent is fully running and communicating.
• Script files are executed (*.lisp).
• Agent activity can reliably start after 

super.initializeAfterRegistered() returns.
• When overriding, call the super version FIRST.
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Event Loop
• Two Tasks

– Take events off the event queue and process them
– Or handle outstanding commitments (or other things)

• Priority is given to processing events
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Event Loop
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new Event event = eventQueue.getItem();
if (event == null) {
  boolean didSomething = processCommitments();
  if (!didSomething && eventQueue.isEmpty()) {
    try {
      synchronized (this) {
        wait(exit ? 500 : 0);
      }
  } 
    catch (InterruptedException e) {}
  }

}
else {

  processEvent(event);
}
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processEvent(Event)
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processEvent()

handleEvent()

processPolicies()

calls

calls

policyContainer.applyPolicies()

calls
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processEvent(Event)
if the event is not a EVENT MESSAGE RECEIVED or a EVENT MESSAGE 
OBSERVED then go on to the last step. 

1. If there is a security filter, processEvent() calls the security filter’s 
processEvent() method to decrypt the message if necessary. 

2. If the message is not actually addressed to the agent and the agent is 
not observing all messages the method exits. 

3. If the message is not authorized, the method prints a warning to the 
log file and exits. 

4. If this is an exit message, the method exits. 

5. Notifies all observers by calling notifyObservers (ML. EVENT MESSAGE 
RECEIVED, msg) 

6. Calls the agent’s handleEvent(Event) method. 
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handleEvent(Event)
If the event has an associated conversation ID, then find all current 
conversations labeled with this conversation ID that have applicable 
policies. If more than one such conversation is found, log it as an error 
and choose the first one found. We now have zero or one selected 
conversations, and zero or more applicable policies. 

1. If we have not found any applicable policies, then search the agent-
global policies for applicable policies. 

2. If we have still not found any applicable policies, then search the last-
resort policies for applicable policies. 

3. Add in any applicable always-apply policies to the set of applicable 
policies. 

4. If the option threadedEvents is set true, then call processPolicies(...) in 
a newly-created thread; otherwise simply call processPolicies(...) from 
this thread. 
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processPolicies(...)
Calls the static method PolicyContainer.applyPolicies(...) with the list of applicable policies. 

1. If the above application returns null or a Status with a value of 138 or it returns a StatusObject 
containing a null object or a List object of size zero, then the application is deemed to have not 
handled the event. 

2. For non-executable events: 

(a) If there were no applicable policies (except ghost policies10) then log it as a warning. 

(b) Otherwise, if the event was unhandled by the applicable policies, then log it as a error or 
warning (error if the event hand any observers, warning otherwise). 

(c) If the event was unhandled (whether there were or weren’t any applicable policies) and it is a 
message event, then call the unhandledMessage(MLMessage) method, which by default, will 
just log the unhanded message as a warning. 

3. Fire the event (call the event’s fireEvent() method). 

4. Call the event’s delete() method. Note that the event may or may not actually delete itself – for 
example, it may not delete itself if it is a repeating event that has not been cancelled. 

5. Interrupt the agent’s thread if this method is not running in the agent’s thread. 
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processCommitments()
Calls casa.polocies.sc2.ConcreateCommitment- 
Processor.processCommitments().
• You can replace the commitment processor by calling 

setCommitmentProcessor().

1.Default: Choose 1 commitment form the 
CommitmentStore and execute it.
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• You can override processCommitments() to do any other 
action you might need
- But be careful: processCommitments() may be called many times

• Return true means “I want to be called again soon”
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Exiting

To exit, call AbstractProcess.exit():

1.Sets the exit flag so that the event loop will terminate 
after all pending events are cleared. 

2.It calls its abstract pendingFinishRun() method. 

• Subclasses should override pendingFinishRun() to 
take appropriate actions before exiting. 

3.It queues a dummy exit event to keep the event queue 
open for at least another 200ms. 
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pendingFinishRun()

• TransientAgent.pendingFinishRun():

- withdraws from CDs

- unregisters from the LAC

• Agent.pendingFinishRun():

- writes out persistent data (if appropriate)
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